
The Society of Cryptid Hunters

A card game of mythical magnitude

Cryptozoological anamolies have sprouted in every corner of the earth.  As a member of the 

Society of Cryptid Hunters, it is up to you to craft the right tool for the job to bring down the

monsters before they find some malicious way to make every one's day really, really bad.

How to Play

For the demo version here, start by cutting the cards out.  Place the monster cards in their own pile.

Monster cards are marked by this icon:

The other cards all go into the same pile which will become your draw pile for crafting new 

weaponry.

Elements are marked with this:

Ammo is marked with this:

Weapons are marked with this:

Your crafted weapon is comprised of up to one card of each of those symbols.  There are some

cards that will alter this rule, but unless you have a card that allows different, your crafted weapon

is just an hour glass, a weird pill looking thing and a pyramid.

Your goal is to create the perfect weapon to stop a cryptozoological beast before it stops you!

Set Up:

Each player will start with a hand of five cards.  After dealing that first set of five cards to each 

player, players create their first crafted weapon using up to one of each symbol.

Players are going to make weapons such as the Reptoid Repelling Earthquaking Trebuchet

(again, demo version, names will eventually be amusing)

The first crafted weapon is built before any monster card is drawn.

Once all crafted weapons are on the table, start drawing monsters.

The Turn

At the start of a player's turn, they swap out at least one card from the crafted weapon on the table

with a card from their hand.  

THEN they flip over a monster card.  These cryptids are quite tricky.

Once the monster is revealed, the player may swap more cards to build a better weapon.

All cards that are taken out of the crafted weapon are placed in a discard pile.

If there is a special ability granted by a card in play (that is, in part of the crafted weapon) resolve 



the card's text before heading into battle.

Battle the Cryptid

Pull out a D6 and start rolling!

Battling a monster is a test of will and strength that the monster will almost certainly win, so play

it smart.

Observe the text on the monster.  Each one poses its own problem to the Society.

Rules:

Combat is resolved with a roll of a six sided dice

Roll of 1, 2 or 3 damages the monster

Roll of 4, 5 or 6 damages the hunter.

If the hunter takes damage the turn is over.  Hunters have 4 hit points through the game.

Use pennies or some other token from home to mark these.

Some monsters have multiple hit points.  Combat goes until the monster is destroyed

or the hunter takes damage.  Hope it is the monster.

Victory points are gained from destroying monsters.  Some are worth more than others, but they 

are all worth at least one VP.

when a monster is destroyed, add its point value to your talley and put the monster card in the

monster disard pile.  When all monsters from the draw pile have been exhausted, shuffle the 

discard pile and cycle back through.

This goes for the crafted weapons discard pile as well.

The game ends when any hunter reaches 0 hit points.

Most victory points wins.

Thanks for playing the demo!  Feedback is always welcome at my website 
http://shawncowling.wordpress.com or email shawnwritesstuff@gmail.com

All art from OpenClipArt.Com contributers.
Everything but the art © Shawn Cowling 2015



Bigfoot Jackalope Gargoyle

Bigfoot requires a roll of 5 or 6 
to hit.  

Steals a victory point from the 
player instead of dealing 

damage.

The Gargoyle has 3 hit points.  
If the player rolls a natural 6, 

the Gargolye is returned to the 
bottom of the monster deck and 
no damage or points are taken.

Vampire Chupacabra Banshee

The Vampire deals 2 damage to 

the player.

The Chupacabra has 2 hitpoints 

because he's just that way.

The Banshee deals damage and 
forces the player to discard 

their entire hand.  A scream of a 
monster here.

Yeti Kraken Gremlin

The Yeti has 4 hit points.  
Goodluck.

The Kraken steals a card from 
the player's hand instead of 

dealing damage.

The Gremlin steals a card from 
the player's gun instead of 

dealing damage.



Fairy Reptoid Megashark

Player at right gets to draw a 
card at random from active 
player when damage dealt

The Reptoid has hit points 
equal to number of players in 

game

Megashark is worth 2 Victory 
Points



Bigfoot Breaking   Jackalope Walloping  Gargoyle Defeating 

Attack roll of 2-6 will damage 

the Bigfoot Monster

Attack roll of 2-6 will damage 

the Jackalope Monster

Attack roll of 2-6 will damage 

the Gargoyle Monster

 Vampire Impaling  Chupacabra Catching   Banshee Bashing

Attack roll of 2-6 will damage 
the Vampire Monster

Attack roll of 2-6 will damage 
the Chupacabra Monster

Attack roll of 2-6 will damage 
the Banshee Monster

Anti-Yeti  Kraken Killing  Gremlin Smashing 

Attack roll of 2-6 will damage 

the Yeti Monster

Attack roll of 2-6 will damage 

the Kraken Monster

Attack roll of 2-6 will damage 

the Gremlin Monster



Fairy Felling Reptoid Repelling Megashark Stomping

Attack roll of 2-6 will damage 
the Fairy Monster

Attack roll of 2-6 will damage 
the Reptoid Monster

Attack roll of 2-6 will damage 
the Megashark Monster



Wind Earthquake  Bright Light in the Eyes

Roll 1 dice, on 5 or 6, take a 
victory point from another 

player

Look at top of monster draw 

deck, reshuffle if desired.

Roll a dice, 3, 4,5 or 6 recovers 

one 1HP for player end turn

Bullets Aether Fireball

May reroll an unsuccessful 
attack once per turn

Discard Aether to Instantly 
Defeat monster

Roll two dice.  If total is more 

than 9, gain a victory point then 
continue your turn.

Snowball Rock Icicle

If player roll does not deal 
damage to monster, monster is 

put at bottom of draw deck. No 
damage dealt.

Pick a Monster from the 

Discard Pile to Battle

Force Player of Choice to Skip 

Next Turn, Discard After Use



Blow Dart Pocket Sand Time and Space Disruption

Roll a dice, on 4,5,6 heal 1hp for 
other target player

Discard and Draw as many 
cards from your hand as 

desired

Discard to battle top monster in 
the monster discard stack 

instead of the monster drawn 
this turn



….but angry

Cannon Trebuchet Fireworks

Draw 2 monsters during attack 
phase. 1 attack roll applies to 

both monsters. If one is 
destroyed, both are destroyed.

Heal 1 HP on Target Player with 

Successful Attack

May add a Second Weapon                  

to cards on table.

Frisbee Sabre Slingshot

Pick a card from the item 

discard pile and add it to your 
hand.

Roll 3 dice on attack rolls
Add Plus 1 to all rolls this turn, 

discard at end of turn.

Rifle Crossbow Hammer

Add an Extra Element or Ammo 

Type to the Gun

Before flipping the top monster 
card, roll 1d6.  If it’s a six, kill 
the monster without looking.

Gain 2 victory points for every 

victory



Swoon

Tesla Coil Ray Gun Locket of Mysterious Origin 

Hand Size limit is 7 as long as 
Tesla Coil is being used.

Roll a dice 4,5,6, take a card 
from player hand at random.

Draw Three Monster Cards at 
start of turn.  Battle one of your 

choosing.


